“...is it Travis Harris. Travis has got something slightly different and again very important.

“‘Good morning Xolani, I’m an old man, I’m 76-years-old and I’ve been diabetic for around 30 years and under medical supervision. It seems there is no real answer to healing diabetes, but that is no longer the case. I have discovered that American doctors are now able to heal diabetes naturally, which I have put on my website you can view it.’ And the website is www.natureperfect.info.

‘My doctor says the increase in diabetes in South Africa is frightening’ - that’s according to Travis. Anybody seen this website? Anybody been to Nature Perfect and know about what this new invention from American doctors is? According to Travis, they have discovered and they are able to heal diabetes naturally. I’m sure a lot of people would want to hear this because you are right about the increase in diabetes in South Africa, it is frightening. It’s happening right across the board and everyone is wondering what is happening, what has changed and how should be deal with this issue. 20 minutes now before 9.”